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ABSTRACT

The Earth's rotational motion makes each equatorial location

get direct solar energy by sampling out a continuous stream of energy

directed towards it from the Sun. On this basis, we express the solar

energy incident upon an arbitrary equatorial location during an arbitrary

length of time ( > 2 days) as the product of a continuous energy function

and a continuous sampling function. The energy density spectrum of this

product Is worked out and its salient features examined. It is noted

that the analytical form of the energy density spectrum predicts periodicities

that are in agreement vith climatic/weather observations. This agreement

indicates that it Is possible to predict some climatic/weather variations

using the formulated energy density spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transform-domain effects of processing a signal in a specified

manner can be worked out using conventional spectral analysis techniques either

in their standard forms or in modified forms (Njau, 198l). Whenever the

processing applied to a signal is effective, the power and energy distribution

in the processed signal differs to some extent from the power and energy distribution

in the unprocessed version of the signal (Njau,1983). We can apply conventional

spectral analysis techniques to investigate solar energy fluctuations in the

equatorial lower atmosphere more or less as we do to ordinary signals for the

following coupled reasons. Firstly it is well known that the r.olnr energy

absorbed at the Earth's surface is not only the most dominant climatological

variable but is is also the main driving force behind the weather system (Njau,

1977, 198*0. Secondly, any equatorial location receives direct solar energy

in a sampling sequence due to the Earth's rotational motion. This implies that

the direct solar energy that is incident on a given equatorial location over

a length of time is equivalent to the product of a continuous time-dependent

solar energy stream and an appropriate sampling process. In other words,

the solar energy that effectively gets into the equatorial location results from

the processing accorded to a continuous solar energy signal hy an appropriate

sampling function. Hence provided the latter function can be formulated, then

conventional spectral analysis techniques may be invoked in this ease.

The following procedure has been adopted in the remaining part of the

paper. Firstly we represent the solar energy stream directed towards an

arbitrary equatorial location A during time length T, by a time-dependent

function constituted by a constant-amplitude component and a variable-amplitude

component. Secondly we develop a time-dependent sampling function such that

the product of these two functions yields the correct expression of the direct

solar energy incident on location A during the time length T^. Thirdly

we work out the energy density spectrum of this product. Finally we compare

predictions made from this energy density spectrum with meteorological observations

and make appropriate conclusions. The term "location A" as used in this paper

refers to a certain portion of the Eirth's surface (denoted by A) together

with the atmosphere above it.

II. FORMULATION

Consider an arbitrary location A that iB at or sufficiently close

to the equator. l*t *,(*) denote the net direct solar energy that is incident on

A as well as the atmosphere above it from time t=0 up to t=Tft. During the latter

time-length, a continuous stream of solar energy, denoted here by HA(t)jis directed
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at location A so that f
A(t) is, in fact, only a portion of

 R,(

realistic composition of

RA(t)

is generally given by the equation

L

V*> +^- Rn(t) •n=l
(1)

constant-amplitude term and E ( t ) , where n >, 1, i s a regularwhere Rf\(
function with a non-zero period Tn, and L is an integer. If we assume that

B ( t ) i s transformed into f , ( t ) by a sampling function with cosinusoidally-
A A

edged windows, i t can be shown that

N-l

n-0

Vj

V±
mTn) V (2)

where t = a constant;

= 0 (or undefined) otherwise;

y = t - n *•,

,)

= 0 (or undefined) otherwise;
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whenever ( VJn V ' ) X + ̂  + <U

whenever ( «„>/„- 0 \ + ^3 + <W r

-co
V = number of complete wavelengths contained in R (t);
n n

T = W \ + u and this defines W since JJ , X and T are defined
n n n n n n

separately;

X = time distance between one midday point and the midday point of the following

day, i.e. about SU hours for an equatorial location;

+ r n = initial phase of \it);

* s = final phase of R (t);

|v I (< A) = a constant for a given n;

!«nl (< i) • a constant for a given n;

d = duration from sunrise to time at which the sun reaches its maximum

altitude;

d^ • time from when the sun starts moving off its maximum altitude to sunset;

d duration in which the sun keeps to i t s maximum al t i tude;

+ r

d = d_ + d and

T A » (R - l)i + d +

been defined.

defines If since T , A, d and d^ have already

Let ^tl>' denote the energy density spectrum of f { t ) , noting that

o) is the radian frequency. After Fourier-transforming Eq. (2), it becomes

quite easy to obtain an expression for E,(io). Thus if S0(UJ) and S (D)

denote Fourier transforms of R,,(t) and R (t), respectively .and that h

O n '
represents a constant term, then
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where * denotes convolution operation,
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As far as the formulation presented above is concerned, Eq.(3) contains

significant details regarding fluctuations of solar-derived energy in location A

during the time-length involved. Although this particular equation yields

only information about energy variations, such an information can be used to

obtain information about other climatological/meteorological parameters because

solar energy is undoubtedly the most dominant climatological variable and that

many of the other variables are correlated with it (Hjau, 198U). The most

important application of Eg.(3) is in predicting energy and related fluctuations

that result from the sampling process inevitably impressed upon the constant-

amplitude component of incoming solar radiation. This aspect, win !JC dealt

with in the next section, but before we embark upon this section it is worth

noting that predictions based upon the constant component of incoming solar

radiation are quite significant because this particular component dominates over

its variable counterpart. Over extremely long stretches of time, largest

changes in the solar beam reaching the earth are caused by what is known as the

Milankovitch mechanism (Lockwood, 19T9)- This mechanism incorporates three

fairly regular motions of the earth. In the first motion, the earth's orbit

changes from a nearly circular shape to a relatively most elliptical shape and

back again at a period of 90,000 to 100,000 years. In the second type of

motion, the obliquity of the ecliptic undergoes a rather regular variation with

a period of about tiO.000 years. In the third motion, the earth's closest

approaches towards the sun.occur at varying seasons. This variation has a

period of about 21,000 years. When the earth's orbit is slightly elliptical

(as it is at present with an eccentricity of about 0.0167), the strength of the

solar beam reaching the earth undergoes a seasonal change of about 3.5JS. However,

vhen the orbit is most elliptical (i.e. has an eccentricity of about 0.06), the

strength of the solar beam reaching the earth undergoes a seasonal change of about

30j. The implication is that, over extremely long stretches of time, the

constant component of incoming solar radiation accounts for about 85% of the

overall bulk of this radiation. Needless to say, the Milankovitch mechanism

does not affect the overall solar energy incident on the globe (Lockwood, 19T9).

What it does is simply to distribute the solar energy incident on the earth

seasonally as well as geographically.

III. DISCUSSION

If we neglect the terms that involve the variable-amplitude component

of solar radiation, then an analysis of Eq.(3) yields energy variations whose

radian frequencies u>n and amplitudes A , where n = 1,2,3,..., are given by

the equations
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and

where A Q is the constant amplitude of

(1*)

(5)

during 0 ̂  t ^ T,. According

to Eq.(5), the largest energy variations have an amplitude of about 20.S% of A

which is a considerable forcing In weather and climate.

As a test of our theory, we have compared calculations made from Eq.(!*)

with observations of meteorological parameters in different parts of the earth.

This comparison is shown in Table I. As evident in the table, there appears

to be a fairly good agreement between the given short-term and long-term

observations on one hand and predictions made from our formulation. Presently

we are in the process of looking for more observations so that we can make

further comparisons although the agreement apparent in Table 1 looks significant.

The implication of this agreement Is that the apparent link between solar

processes and weather/climatic variations could possibly take the form illustrated

in FIg.l. According to this figure, the solar energy heading towards a given

earth location is sampled (as a result of the earth's rotational motion) and

hence turned partly into secondary energy fluctuations as predicted by Eq.{3).

But although these fluctuations are secondary in the real sense, they are quite

significant in climatological/meteorological terms because some of them have

amplitudes as high as over 10? of the whole incident solar radiation.

According to signal processing theory (Marcuse, 1982; Lipson and Lipson, 1969)

the sampling process creates secondary frequencies out of the constant-amplitude

component of the Incident solar radiation while at the same Lime it creates

harmonics out of the regularly varying components of the incident solar radiation.

As already mentioned above, the analysis presented herewith is specifically

tailored for equatorial or sufficiently near-equator locations. Non-equatorial

locations have already been treated separately (Hjau, 1931!). In the present

paper, we have used f»(t) t o represent the net direct solar energy that is

incident on an arbitrary equatorial location A over a time length Tft. The

implicit assumption in our analysis is that only at most a rather small part

of the net direct solar energy that gets into location A during any sampling

window is leaked away to other locations during the same window. The only

significant processes by which such an energy leakage can take place are

atmospheric and ocean convective or/and wind-driven currents (Griffiths, 1976).
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The energy transferred avsy from location A though atmospheric air currents

is negligibly small since the total kinetic energy of the atmospheric air

fluxes is only about 0.2)S of the corresponding solar energy incident on the

Klobe (Ponomaryov and Ward, 1983). Therefore, even without further discussion

it is evident that the analysis presented herein is relevant and applicable to

equatorial locations based on land masses wherein no ocean currents operate.

Wind-driven ocean currents, on the other hand, do play a considerable role in

redistributing solar energy Incident on oceans. It Is vorth noting, though,

that these currents offer significant contribution only in certain parts of

the globe. For example, they do not operate significantly in the north

hemispherical latitudes that exceed 60° (Vonder Haar, 1973). The situation is

different in low and middle latitude areas vhere wind-driven ocean currents

play a non-negligible role of redistributing incident solar energy. However,

the fact that ocean currents build up rather sluggishly in response to

incident solar energy (Barnett, 1978) leads to the consequence that within any

sampling window, these currents do not whisk away a sizeable fraction of the

solar energy incident on an ocean location during the same window. In any

case, the formulation presented here is well tailored for land-based locations

wherein most (if not all) of the global agricultural farms and installations

are situated.
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